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For Uzbekistan Airways, the year 2023 has begun with the expansion of its route
network. And now, for those who are currently in search of exciting adventures or
are preparing for the holiday season, there are even more options, such as Beijing,
Paris, Milan and other cities. In this section, we take a look at these new destinations
and tell you which city you should choose for your next trip.

1. Beijing

Beijing is a city of unique architecture, exotic food, tea ceremonies and interesting
culture. Be sure to explore its ancient temples and take time to visit the Great Wall
of China.

On January 10, 2023 a new city - Beijing - appeared on the map of Uzbekistan
Airways, where the airline started operating regular flights. Now you can safely mark
Beijing on your travel map and start preparing for your journey with Uzbekistan
Airways.

2. Milan

Visiting Europe is a cherished dream not only for inexperienced but also for avid
travelers. For those who are planning to pursue this goal, we recommend exploring
Europe from the beautiful city of Milan. The fashion capital will surely leave only
happy memories behind.

Starting from March 29, Uzbekistan Airways launches twice-weekly direct flights on
Tuesdays and Fridays on the route Tashkent-Milan-Urgench. 

3. Paris

Another European city that we recommend everyone to visit is the city of dreams
and romance: Paris. The city lures visitors from all over the world with its impressive



architecture and vibrant culture. A visit to the Eiffel Tower and the Louvre, a stroll
along the River Seine, or a taste of French cuisine are plenty of reasons to get away
from daily routines and explore Paris.

For those looking to organize a trip to Paris, Uzbekistan Airways is launching direct
flights from Tashkent to Paris starting from March 31. In addition to Milan,
passengers can now also travel twice a week - on Tuesdays and Fridays - to one of
the world’s most romantic cities.

4. Nizhny Novgorod

Nizhny Novgorod is a fantastic place for those who want to explore ancient Russian
history. Nizhny Novgorod is surrounded by incredible nature and a variety of
attractions that are steeped in myth and legend.

On March 28, Uzbekistan Airways launched direct flights from Tashkent to Nizhny
Novgorod and returning to Tashkent, which are operated twice a week on Tuesdays
and Sundays.


